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learning, meaning learning that focuses on understanding [24]. Despite this knowledge, many MOOCs today rely to a large extent
on a continuously distributed set of multiple choice questions for
assessment, due to their inherent scalability (through auto-grading)
to very large groups of learners. To illustrate this issue, we manually categorized all 46 university-level computer-science MOOCs1
offered on the edX platform in October 2016 according to their
assessment type as shown in Table 1: 73% rely on multiple-choice
questions conjointly with some other assessment technique, while
24% use multiple-choice assessment exclusively without additional
evaluation techniques. Only one course abstains from using any
kind of multiple choice assessment.
Assessment is a concept closely related to learner effort as learners tend to spend most of their learning efforts on course concepts
that (they know) are being assessed [8, 22]. Educational researchers
have long advocated for the even distribution of learner effort across
topics and course weeks [7]. Once again, MOOCs tend not to follow
this guideline as shown in Table 1: most MOOCs (31 out of 46) can
be passed well before the final course week; on average less than
60% of the total score is sufficient to pass.
Classroom-based learning bears only a passing resemblance to
MOOC learning for a variety of reasons including the scale, the
heterogeneity of the learner group [10] with respect to age, educational and cultural background as well as the issues of isolation
and remoteness that learners face [11]. It is thus an open question,
whether the classroom-based findings of assessments and their influence on learning behaviours hold in MOOCs. In this work, we
answer this question by empirically exploring to what extent MOOC
learners’ behaviours are impacted by one particular assessment
event: the course passing event (i.e. the moment the learner accumulate sufficient scores to receive a certificate), which — depending
on a MOOC’s design — may potentially occur as early as half-way
through the course.
Thus, we address the following research question in this work:
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MOOCs.
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INTRODUCTION

For decades, researchers in the learning sciences have explored
how the assessment of learning shapes people’s learning strategies
and behaviours in the classroom [15, 16, 26]. One commonly encountered phenomenon, especially in higher education, is students’
adaptation of their learning strategies to the specific assessment
tools: while some assessment choices such as multiple-choice questions are driving learners towards surface learning strategies (that
is, students aim to maximize recall of the material) other assessment types including essay writing are more likely to lead to deep

• Do MOOC learners behave differently after clinching a passing grade?
To this end, we analyze the log traces (our observable events
from which to infer learning behaviour) of 4, 000 MOOC learners
that earn a course certificate in one of four different edX MOOCs.
Besides the scientific curiosity that underlie this question we
also believe the outcomes of this study will significantly further the
discussion on MOOC course designs: Understanding and modeling
learner behaviours is a prerequisite for designing MOOCs with
adaptive features.
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choose this category as it is a popular on on the edX platform.
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Table 1: Overview of the summative assessment type(s) and
average passing threshold τpass of all 46 computer science
& programming MOOCs (in English, geared at undergraduates) open for enrolment on the edX platform on October 15,
2016. Assessment types include multiple choice (MC), fill-inthe-blank (FB), code submissions (CS), peer reviews (PR) and
discussions (D). The column #Early Passing shows the number of courses learners can pass before the final assessment
is released.
Assessment Type(s)

#MOOCs

#Early Passing

Avg. τpass

13
11
11
4
3
1
1
1
1

12
7
9
3
3
1
0
1
1

50.0%
59.1%
52.3%
57.5%
63.3%
70.0%
65.0%
50.0%
50.0%

MC+FB
MC
MC+FB+CS
MC+FB+PR
MC+FB+CS+PR
MC+PR
CS
MC+CS
MC+FB+D
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Extrapolating these findings to MOOCs, we expect this behavioural
change on assessed vs. unassessed content to manifest itself in a similar manner on learner engagement levels before and after passing.
Once learners have reached a passing grade, no further activities
are required of them to gain a certificate and thus, their activities
or inactivity after passing also allow us to gain some insights into
learners’ motivations (extrinsic vs. intrinsic).
In the MOOC setting, Kovacs [14] studied how in-video quizzes
affect learners’ video-watching behaviour through observable events
such as video navigation and video seeking. While this investigation enables insights into learners’ short-term behavioural changes,
our research differs in that we chiefly consider behaviour on a
course-long scale and how it is affected by the attainment of a passing grade.

3

MOOC DATASET

We analyze the log traces of 4, 000 learners who successfully completed one of four MOOCs offered on the edX platform — they are
summarized in Table 2. Each course is set up as an xMOOC [20]
with weekly releases of lecture videos and graded2 quizzes. The
quizzes are composed of automatically assessed multiple choice and
fill-in-the-blank questions. None of the MOOCs have a final exam.
The assessment is exclusively based on the scores learners reached
in the graded quizzes. In each MOOC learners can continuously
check their scores by accessing their course “Progress” page.
For three of the MOOCs (FP, DA and SEW) the passing threshold
is τpass = 60%, for SE it is τpass = 58%. Previous work [5] has shown
that learners who pass a MOOC follow the designed learning path
of the course much more closely than learners who do not pass.
Based on this insight we assume that the temporal sequence of
course activities passers follow is in line with the design of the
course.
As the distribution of possible scores shows in Figure 1 (and
with τpass = 58% and τpass = 60% in mind), all four MOOCs can be
passed well before the final course unit.

BACKGROUND

The impact of assessment on learners’ learning and behaviours has
long been a topic of research in the education literature [15, 16, 26].
Such studies emphasize the role of assessment as an influence on
the learning process, specifically on the manner in which students
elect to engage with course content. As pointed out by Gibbs and
Simpson, assessment has “an overwhelming influence on what,
how and how much students study” [9].
The impact of assessment on learning behaviour manifests itself
in a multitude of ways. Newble and Jaeger [19] report that the
changes in exam type (rote memorization-based versus application
of conceptual knowledge) in a medical school led to changes in
students’ exam preparation. The most notable change was in their
choice of study location; rote memorization-based exams drove
students to spend a disproportionate amount of time in the library,
whereas the the concept application-focused exams led students to
prepare and study in hands-on environments such as laboratories.
Natriello and Dornbusch [18] found that assessments with higher
standards for mastery led to students exerting more effort towards
the course. Sambell and McDowell [23] report that students build
their own curriculum based on their experience and the types of
assessments. A case study by Cooks [4] shows that the change
from fixed assessment to flexible assessment (where students could
each pick their own grading scheme for the course) affects not
only learners’ behaviours but also their emotions in the way they
approach exams.
Previous works have also found that students engage with assessed course content differently than with unassessed content
(e.g., the dreaded “Will this be on the test?” question). For course
content expected to be unassessed, students may be “selectively
negligent” [8] or “do it in a perfunctory way” [22]. Forbes and
Spence [6] examined a study which found that students stopped
doing their weekly problem sheets when the teachers were too busy
to grade their work. Peer-assessment was evaluated as a potential
solution and led to increases in students’ engagement levels and
higher final exam grades than teacher-graded assessment.

Figure 1: Overview of the fraction of scores that learners
can earn in each unit. The passing threshold for SE is τpass =
58%, while it is τpass = 60% for the other three MOOCs. Best
viewed in color.

2 Although

some ungraded quizzes exist as well, we ignore them in this analysis, as
only activities on graded quizzes bring learners closer to the passing threshold.
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Table 2: Overview of the four MOOC datasets analyzed. #Questions refers to graded questions in MOOCs. #Attempts refers to
how many attempts a learner has for each graded question. Engaged refers to learners who watched at least one lecture video
or answered one question. Compl Rate refers to the completion rate of a MOOC.
#Learners
Start

End

#Units

#Videos

#Questions

#Attempts

Registered

Engaged

Passed

Compl
Rate

ID

Name

FP

Introduction to Functional
Programming

10/2015

01/2016

8

39

285

1

25, 188

9, 900

1, 143

4.54%

DA

Data Analysis: Take It to the MAX()

09/2015

11/2015

8

60

137

2

23, 813

9, 780

1, 156

4.85%

SEW

Treatment of Urban Sewage

04/2016

06/2016

7

79

36

1

11, 006

2, 589

361

3.28%

SE

Solar Energy

09/2015

12/2015

8

61

128

1−3

26, 718

12, 723

1, 346

5.04%

platform. The quiz scores in Ui are normalized by the maximum
scores of Q i . The time spent in Ui is normalized by the full video
length of Vi .
Passers Passers P are learners who are eligible to receive a MOOC
certificate at the end of the MOOC as their assessment scores
reach the defined threshold τpass (independent of the unit they
reach the threshold). In the present research, only these learners
are considered.
Unit-n passers Given τpass , unit-n passers Pn are those passers
whose achieved assessment scores reach at least τpass only considering units up to U(n and whose scores up to unit Un−1 are not
)
P
Pn
p
p
sufficient, i.e. Pn = p ∈ P | n−1
i=1 Q i < τpass ∧ i=1 Q i ≥ τpass .
Note once more that the actual time the quizzes are completed
by the passers can vary (a quiz released in unit n may be completed a week or two after its initial release). This, however, has
little impact on our work as passers usually follow the predefined
sequences of MOOC units [5].
Pre-passing activities The pre-passing activities of a passer p ∈
Pn include all quiz & video activities up to & including unit n.
Post-passing activities The post-passing activities of a passer
p ∈ Pn include all quiz and video activities starting in unit n + 1.
A passer who passes in the final unit has no post-passing activity.

Figure 2: Total number of certificate earners (i.e. “passers”)
at the end of each unit.
In Figure 2 we plot the total number of learners who earned a
certificate by the end of each (weekly) unit — starting at the first
possible certificate-earning unit. We make two key observations
from this sample of courses: (1) many learners earn the certificate
at the earliest opportunity — for both FP and SEW this is true for
approximately 60% of the learners, for DA and SE it holds for 40%
and 30% of the learners respectively; (2) only a very small minority
of learners pass in the final two units.

4

We denote the previously introduced concepts with the respective
MOOC label when appropriate, e.g. P5,DA or P6,FP for referring to a
specific passer group.

4.2

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first formally define the core concepts which we
will use throughout our work and then describe how we conduct
the analyses to answer our research question.

4.1

From Concepts to Analyses

Recall that in a traditional classroom setting learners engage differently with assessed course content than they do with unassessed
content [6, 8, 12, 22]. Applying this concept to the MOOC context,
we expect to observe a difference in the way learners behave before
and after reaching a passing grade.
To address our research question, we operationalize behaviour in
this case as a learner’s engagement with course quizzes and videos—
the two most prominent activities in most MOOC settings [3, 25].
We then identify the unit in which each learner first reached a
passing grade and then group learners accordingly. Finally, we plot
the distribution of their quiz scores and video watching activities
over time.
In the next step, we zoom in and explore the individual learner
behaviour. In order to determine whether behavioural changes
can be observed on individual learners, we represent each passer
p by a vector of her normalized quiz scores. Then, we resort to

Concept Definitions

MOOCs & MOOC units A MOOC M consists of a sequence of m
units, i.e. M = (U1 , U2 , ..., Um ). Each unit contains videos and/or
quizzes and is typically designed to be completed over the course
of one calendar week.
Unit-n quizzes & videos According to [1, 13], there are two core
components of xMOOCs: (1) lecture videos, and (2) quizzes. Quizzes and lecture videos included in a weekly unit Ui are represented
as Ui = {Vi , Q i }.
Learner’s Activities We consider quiz scores and time spent on
videos as the main measurements for learner activity on a MOOC
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k-means clustering (also employed in [2, 13] to analyze learners’
activities) of all generated vectors in each unit-n passer group.
We measure the distance between learner feature vectors by their
Euclidean distance3 . As we do not know in advance how many
different prototypical learner behaviours exist (i.e., the best number
of clusters is unknown), we generate multiple k-means clusterings
with k = [1, 2, . . . , 7]. For each of these seven clusterings, we assess
the clustering quality using silhouette coefficients [21], an effective
technique for assessing the quality of a clustering result. Our final
clustering is the one with the highest silhouette score.
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We can conclude that learner behaviours on quizzes are distinctive before and after passing. We also find (not unexpectedly)
marked differences between the quizzing behaviour of passers and
not-yet-passers in the same unit. At the same time, we fail to observe the same clear differences in video consumption. Based on
this result, in our subsequent analysis we consider only passers’
quiz behaviours.

5.2

Clustering Analysis

Based on the clustering described in Section 4.2 we visualize the
resulting normalized quiz score clusters in Figure 5 for the four
courses: each unit in each cluster is represented by the average score
learners in that cluster achieve in that unit with their respective
confidence bands. The key insights of Figure 5 are:

5 RESULTS
5.1 Observation Analysis
The distribution of quiz scores and video consumption for our learners grouped by passing unit are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 44 .
Here, each row shows the behaviour of one group of passers (e.g.
the top row in Figure 3a shows the quiz scoring activities of all P5,FP
learners) while each column shows the behaviour of all passers
in a particular unit (e.g. the last column of Figure 3a shows the
behaviour of all passers in U8 ).
Across all courses we find learners who pass in early units (top
two rows in each sub-figure of Figure 3) to score in a narrow range
of high scores before passing — this is of course a prerequisite
for passing early. After the minimum passing threshold is reached,
however, the variance of scores increases drastically, with a number
of learners starting to score very low. For example, 6% of P5,FP
learners (i.e. learners who passed in U5 ) score less than 20% of the
available points in Q 6 and 22% of P6,FP learners (who passed in week
6) score less than 20% of the available points in Q 7 . In contrast to
DA (and SEW — not shown here), in FP (and SE) we observe a larger
number of learners who maintain high scores after passing than
learners who score low after passing. Concretely for FP, in the final
unit U8 , more than two thirds of the P5,FP passers score 80% or
higher on the remaining quizzes.
The video consumption behaviour of passers across MOOCs is
also noteworthy: in every MOOC a small to medium fraction of
passers does not watch any5 of the unit’s videos —3.4% in FP, 3.0%
in DA, 10.8% in SEW and 20.0% in SE. In Figure 4, we report on the
video watching behaviour of all those passers with at least one
video activity in our logs. Across the four courses the trend over
time is similar: the number of passers who do not watch lecture
videos increases in the final units. With respect to the completeness
of lecture video consumption we find a clear divide between DA (&
SE — not shown here) and SEW & FP: in DA & SE learners’ normalized
video consumption peaks around 1.0 (indicating that many learners
watch the whole video lecture at normal speed), while in SEW & FP
for most passers the normalized duration is below 1.0 indicating
that they skip at least parts of the videos.

• For passers who pass MOOCs early (i.e. the first two unit-n passers
groups), the clusters share very similar activity levels before passing, but begin to differ immediately at the passing unit.
• For nearly all unit-n passer groups and MOOCs, choosing k = 2
clusters yields the best clustering fit. This strongly indicates that
for early passers, there are two dominant behaviour patterns:
“reducing scores” (rapidly declining quiz scores for the units following the passing event) and “keeping scores” (the averaged
scores of passers in one cluster stay more or less stable at a high
level) after passing.
• There are exceptions to the two-cluster rule: P5,SE and P 7,SE split
into many small clusters. The latter can be attributed to the overall
low number of learners to be clustered. The five clusters observed
in P 5,SE are explained by the special setup of SE with “exams”
appearing in U3 , U6 and U8 which not only cover the material of
the current unit but also of previous units. P5,SE fall into different
clusters depending on whether or not they “take the exams” in
U6 and U8 .
• The MOOCs differ in the dominant post-passing behaviour, while
for P5,FP and P6,SE the dominant cluster is “keeping scores”, in
DA across all groups the “reducing scores” passers dominate over
those that keep participating in the assessment (not shown here).
This may hint at different motivations for taking the course (gaining knowledge vs. gaining a certificate).
• In P7,DA we also observe a behaviour unique to DA: a group of
learners starting off slowly (low scores in U1 and U2 ) and finishing
strong (high scores in starting in U3 ).
These results show that indeed, we find significant changes in
learner behaviour after the passing event. We conducted a similar
analysis for video consumption, but as expected based on the observation analysis, we did not find meaningful clusters or behavioural
changes after passing.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the impact of the passing-scoreachieved event on MOOC learners’ behaviours. In our analyses
(across four thousand learners in four MOOCs) of learners’ activities before and after passing we found the vast majority of passers
to pass at the earliest possible point; after passing learners exhibit
a certain typology of post-passing behaviours which may be indicative of their motivation (extrinsic vs. intrinsic) for taking the
course.

3 We

also explored Dynamic Time Warping [27], a specialized distance function for
time-series data — this did not yield a higher silhouette score.
to space limitations, we only present graphs for a subset of our data. For all
analyses conducted in this paper, the full results can be found at https://yue-zhao.
github.io/umap2017/
5 We note that an alternative explanation for the zero peak may be that learners
download videos for offline learning as suggested by [1], which is not captured in the
edX logs. While this may be true for some learners, this cannot explain the change in
behaviour after the passing threshold is reached.

4 Due
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(a) FP
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(b) DA

Figure 3: Quiz score distribution: passers are binned according to their passing unit. Rows represent groups of passers, columns
represent one particular unit. Red plots show groups of passers that reached the passing threshold in a previous unit.

(a) DA

(b) SEW

Figure 4: Video consumption distribution: passers are binned according to their passing unit. Rows represent groups of passers,
columns represent a particular unit. Red plots show groups of passers that reached the passing threshold in a previous unit.
We also found a subset of learners to heavily reduce their engagement with quiz questions and lecture videos after reaching
the point of passing. If we consider this observation in the context
of the value or significance of a course certificate, we have a set
of learners who have earned a certificate (and can therefore claim
mastery of the course subject) but who have only been exposed to
60% of the course materials. Now that universities are beginning
to offer official college credits for completing a MOOC [17], this
highlights the need for course practitioners to design assessment
systems which require learners to display mastery of an entire
course’s subjects before earning a certificate.
To our knowledge, this analysis has been the first to specifically
focus on the event of passing and the impact of this event on MOOC
learners’ behaviours. This is a first step towards gaining more
detailed and fine-grained insights into learners’ behaviours and
motivation. Future work will expand this exploratory research to a
larger number of MOOCs (from different fields, requiring different
types of background knowledge) and take learners’ demographic
information, prior knowledge and motivations into account (do
learners of a certain demographic slow down after passing more
than others?). Based on these insights, we aim to create MOOCs

that provide a more tailored and sustained learning experience to
MOOC learners than what is common today.
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